
2750 RXBDJ
Robustly built

New at JM Trykluft
The OMMELIFT 2750 RXBDJ fits a variety of 
customers and handles most tasks at height. 

OMMELIFT since 2005
JM Trykluft have had Ommelifts in the fleet since 
2005. They have a wide range of trailer and crawler 
lifts, distributed from their 9 depos around Jutland, 
Denmark. 

2750 RXBDJ

√ 27,5 m working height 

√ 15.5 m outreach 

√ True Hybrid

√ Compact

√ Simple, intuitive controls

√ Grease-free telescopic booms of steel

He says that they are glad that the lift is produced in 
Denmark and that you know it has a long lifespan.

“It is important that the lift is cost efficient” 

OMMELIFT 2750 RXBDJ has a working height of 27.5 
m and a horizontal reach of up to 15.5 m. A zero-tail 
swing articulating riser give an exceptional 10.5 m up 
and over reach. The movable jib provides adjustment 
for the perfect work situation. 

“We wanted to expand our range of crawler lifts and since we are very satisfied with the trailer 
and crawler lifts, we have from Omme, it was an easy choice to make”

The rental company JM Trykluft has invested in two 
2750 RXBDJ crawler lifts adding to their already large 
fleet of Ommelifts.   

“We have always been satisfied with the good quality that 
Ommelift stands for” says Peter Madsen, Sales Director JM 
Trykluft.

Peter Madsen,  JM Trykluft 

The stabilizers allow safe setup in the most difficult 
places. It is possible to place the lift on up to 35% 
slope, perfect for hilly terrain.

The crawler chassis is powerful and disperses the 
machine’s weight widely. This is important when 
maneuvering on more sensitive surfaces such as e.g. 
tiles or wooden floors.

“The controls are easy and straightforward for all 
our customers to use” says Peter.

The lift is a TRUE HYBRID: Engine power where 
heavy, constant performance is required and full 
battery capacity for indoor operation or in areas where 
air or noise pollution is prohibited 
or regulated.

https://www.ommelift.com/lifts/crawler-lifts/articulated-crawler-lifts/2750-rxj
http://www.jmtrykluft.dk
https://www.ommelift.com/power-packs/true-hybrid
https://www.ommelift.com/lifts/crawler-lifts/articulated-crawler-lifts/2750-rxj

